INTRODUCTION
In this i,aper we discuss the properties of the solar wind electrons measured by the electron spectrometer on Mariner 10. These observations were made continuously during a period of 80 days, or about 2^ solar rotation periods, during which the spacecraft moved from a heliocentric distance of 0.85 to 0.45 AU. There were well-marked repetitive corotating high speed streams and rarefactions during this time, and the characte:istic density variations (Burlaga et al., 1978) were observed. The electron distribution function observed for electrons propagating toward the sun :almost always has a suprathermal (halo) population distinguishable from the thermal (core) population, as has been observed on other satellites in earth orbit for some years (Montgomery et al., 1968) .
Variations in both core and halo "temperatures", of amplitude greater than 50% of their nominal values, were observed superimposed upon the corresponding heliocentric radial variations.
These observations bear on the nature of the solar wind electron distribution function, especially the relationship between the core and halo components. The radial dependences of density and "temperature", the variations associated with streams on the macroscale, and some information on smaller scale properties, will be discussed. The broad picture is of a collisional core distribution, whose heliocentric "temperature" variation approximates r-2/7 , coexisting with an appro.imately isothermal Coulomb-ccllisionless halo distribution. Both components exist at all radial distances and show stream-associated variations, which may be either induce A by boundary condition changes or dynamical effects.
Since Parker's (1963) discussion it has been generally assumed th;it solar wind electrons are collisional. In some theories (Nollweg, 1970; Jockers, 1970 mode Ls 2, 3 and 4) the electrons are treated as a fluid everywhere and tht • protons are collisionless above some level in the corona; in others the soiar wind is considered as consisting of two components which are collisionless above a barupause (Lemaire and Scherrer, 1971) . The collision-dominated region for electrons then extends to a greater radial distance R than the collision-dominated region for protons. In addition to Coulomb collisions, instabilities and wave particle interactions are often invoked to reduced the electron temperature anisotropy to the observed ialue of between one or two.
The present observations show quantitatively that the core of the electron distribution function can be described as collisional at least for radial distances within 1 AU, since, with a very few well-marked exceptions associated with high speed streams, the Coulomb collisional relaxation length is less than the density scale height at all times and all radial distances, R, at which data were obtained. It is found that Coulomb collisions between the core and the (test) halo population are negligible, and there is an observable tendency for both core-core and core-halo collisions to become less important with increasing radial distance.
OBSERVATIONS
The plasma electron detector on Mariner 10 has been described before (Bridge et al., 1974) ; its energy range (13 eV to 700 eV) was divided into 15 t: + fferential channels which were sampled cyclically at a rate of one every 0.4 seconds, a spectrum of electrons being acquired every six seconds. The "temperatures" together with values of density,speed, and spacecraft potential, were obtained by a self-consistent method to be described elsewhere. The core "temperatures", T c , were deduced trom least_ square fits of Log (f obs )
A -E/ kT , over the energy range 13 eV to 40 eV. C The halo "temperatures", T H , were obtained from Similar fits over the range 94 eV to the energy at which the counting rate of the detector fell to zero, generally about 400 eV, thus avoiding the region of changing slope fur all values of break point energy below 95 eV (Feldman et :al., 1975) . The present discussion is based upon hourly averages of these six-minute selfconsistent estimates, each of which is derived from at least three scanning cycles of the instrument.
Hourly average values of the spacecraft potential are shown in the top panel of Figure 1 . We note that it has been shown that such a positive potential should not affect values of temperature derived from measurements of an isotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution for energies numerically above this potential (Mott-Smith and l.angmuir, 1927) .
We see that the spacecraft potential remained constant vii 'n i0.5v at about 22 volts for the first part of the mission, followed by a dis- 
RADIAL VARIATION OF ELECTRON DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES
In making determinations of the radial dependence of a quantity, especially from ohservations taken with a single spacecraft, it is difficult to Separate thc re q uired spatial variation from competing temporal variations. It Is usually assumed that the major temporal variations are introduced as a result of solar rotation, which causes periodic changes in the quantity measured at a given radius due to the effects of co-rotating, streams. Averages of quantities over solar rotation ,,, referred to the mean position of the spacecraft, are sometimes used (Cringauz, 1975) , or the quantities are examined at approximately the same solar longitude but different distances. Unless the stream structure remains strictly constant however, these procedures remove only some of the systematic, non-radial, variations so that the r^rsultant radial variation is hard to determine with prevision.
Furthermore,to use averages over solar rotations,the rate of change of R with time should be small enough for the range in R associated with a given solar rotation to he a small fractlan of the total range in R covered by the measurements. This condition was not met on Mariner 10. The use of two spacecraft at different radial distances is, even when possible, subject to the necessity of making co-rotational and delav corrections, which may involve latitudinal complications (Schwenn et al., 1977) . It is therefore not immediately clear that this procedure-is superior to the single spacecraft method. For the presenr measurements, a power law was assumed to describe the mean radial dependences of the two temperatures and the density, and the exponents were determined using several methods of data analysis. , 1974 . The C9 index, as illustrated by Burlaga and Lepping (1978) , showed no discontinuities during this period, justifying the assumption made here that the coronal structures, and by inference interplanetary streams,remained largely unchanged for the whole period of observation.
In view of this unusually stable situation, attempts were made to fit all the more than 1600 hourly average determinations to a relation of the form Log x = u Log R + p by the method of linear least squares.
The results are listed in TaIl le 1. The errors quoted are the standard deviations, and wt-see from the first column that the derived exponent for the density is within three standard deviations of the xpected value of -2, that the exponent of the cord temperature is, -0.3 3 0.04 only slightly exceedin ►; -217 (-0.286), predicted for a spherica,ly-symmetric Coulomb-conduction dominated expansion, and that there seems to be a tendency for the halo temperature to increase slightly as R incr ,^as s. The rest ricted data set referred to In the second column of Table 1 differ-, from the full set only in having the measurements mane during the high ;. ,,eed streams at R -0.77, 0.71, 0.60 and 0.48 arbitrarily removed. fhe three periods of restricted data leading to the exponents quoted In the third colunut of Table 2 If we accept the experimentally determined radial variation of T^{ and T c , and project back towards the sun from 1 AU with a slope of -0.3, the Lwo temperatures be-ome equal at a radial distance of a few solar radii. This fact is consistent with both components having a common origin as a distribution having a single temperature in the corona, but of course does not prove this assertion. As the spacecraft moves from j 1 AU inwards the mean temperature over the instrumental scan has a J1 tendency to increase as a result of including more measurements taken near the direction of T i , and less near the direction of T 1 . Thus, the 11 measured exponent is systematically biased to be larger than the "real" (1477)-' of which thcrc were two per solar rotation. ' rhese are numbered Al, A2; fit , B2; C2, in Figure 3 ; number L is the least pronounced and disappears betwt-en rotations B and C. Both numbers 1 and 2 appear in the negative sector, and wt associate flows from coronal hole 2 with feature in Figure 3 because of the negative magnet lc polar It y and its t(me of occurrence; feature l is then probably associated with the material from the polar coronal hole. observations at angles up to 70 0 to this direction chow the same qualitative result, but large temperature anisotropy exists in the core. We cannot make it distinction between a local and a coronal cause without measurements
In at least the solar and anti-solar directions.
The initisl results of the plasma experiment on the Helios mission (Rosenbauer, 1977) for essentially all of the mission.
RADIA1, VARIANON OF COLUMIONAL PROPERTIES uF ELECTRONS
In order to examine the importance of Coulomb interactions in the core of the electron distribution and between the core and the halo, we have calculated two quantities of tt ► e form e W . t/L
For each of these the value of L, the density scale height, is taken to be equal to R/,,, corres, rises considerably above unity. At the leading edge of high -speed streams the electron temperature rises and remains high even after the density has dropped following the density spike.
Since ; a 'r2/n + 1, signatures of the stream-associated temperature and density fluctuations are similar at 1 AU to those described by Feldman et al. (1975) and 0osling et al. (1977) , but closer to the sun the density enhancements are followed by periods when the distribution function approximates a single Maxwellian form more closely, and the halo shows a drop in density by more than an order of magnitude. At these times, at the passage of the stream interface, the importance of local Coulomb collisions between cord electrons is greatly diminished. The radial temperature variation of the core ap pea r s from our measurements to bey consistent with a picture
In which solar wind electrons make a transition from conduction-dominated expansion T cL r . close to the sun to adiabintatic expansion far from the sun. Measurements in the radial range 1.0 to 1.5 AU carried out by Gringauz and Verigin (1975) , giving an exponent of -0.5, are consistent with the present measurements and place the adiabatic region at least beyond the orbit of Mars.
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